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Ayurvedic Cleansing (Panchakarma) 
 

	
 
 
Do you sometimes feel sluggish, want to lose a few pounds, have more energy with a clearer 
mind? Then consider doing a supervised holistic Ayurvedic cleanse which is a powerful starting 
off point to proactively manage and improve your Body, Mind, and Spirit health and wellness. 
 

All cleansing programs are individually designed based on your current state of health and 
unique constitution by a Certified Ayurvedic & Panchakarma Specialist and registered Herbalist. 
 

During this cleanse you will be doing internal oiliation to remove toxins and eating a special 
mono diet of "Kitchari," considered the ultimate Ayurvedic food consisting of moong beans and 
rice with specific spices and vegetables for your doshic constitution. 
 

Your cleanse program starts off with a complete Ayurvedic evaluation where all of your health 
concerns will be addressed, followed by a kitchari cooking class.  You will be sent home with all 
your supplies (except fresh vegetables) including Moong beans, basmati rice, all necessary 
recipes, your doshic spice blend, herbal formulas, cleansing tea, Abhyanga (massage) oil, herbal 
organic ghee, Garshana (massage) gloves, nasya oil, oil swishing oil, aromatherpay mister and 
program, and Epsom salts for nightly bath.  Thisalso includes face unlimited support via phone 
and email. 
 

Body working therapies are used to facilate the movement of toxins towards ultimate prugaton 
on the 9th day.  Depending on your time and finaces you can schedule up to 5 body therapy days 
which include: abhyanaga (full lymphatic massage), shirodhara (warm oil on the third eye), 
nasya treatment (nasal therapy), steam treatment and other applicable therapies based on your 
personal concerns and needs 
 

You will complete your cleanse at home by administering threes days of internal bastis 
(medicated enemas ) to rehydrate and rejuvenate the body.  A full Ayurvedic evaluation report 
and suggested continued treatment plan will be supplied in writing. 
 

Body Therapy Days & Pricing:  
1-day: $850 (minimal) / 2-day: $1150 / 3-day: $1350 / 4-day: $1650 / 5-days: $1950 (heaven) 
 
	
	

	
Jeff	Perlman	is	a	Clinical	Ayurvedic	&	Panchakarma	Specialist,	Massage-Marma	Therapist,	AHG	
Register	Herbalist,	Iyengar	Yoga	Instructor,	IAYT-Ayuryoga	Yoga	Therapist	and	Cordon	Bleu	Chef.	
www.threeseasonsayurveda.com	~	310-339-8639	~	jeff@tsayuveda.com	


